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the main difference between this translation and the english one is of course that the translator is a
muslim. also the illustrations were done by an artist who is a muslim and the words and details were

corrected by the biographer and supervisor of this book, maksud al-misri al-basri, an imam (may
allah have mercy upon him). in this translation you will also find footnotes and thahqiq is the best

translation of the word "comment". in fact my book is the only one containing is my own is the
original manner. i am going to post a few of the quotations of this book in my blog, so you can

compare and contrast with my book. i know how to appreciate a true masterpiece :). al risalah is a
comprehensive overview of all aspects of life. it is a guide for the youth, giving them a complete

picture of what is going on in this world. it is intended as a guide for the child's upbringing. it teaches
the child the difference between right and wrong, and his role in life, his place in this world, and

most importantly, the source of his knowledge and the principles on which he must base his moral
and ethical conduct. this book is an invaluable guide to the child's responsibility to god and his

accountability to man. the authors write the book for parents, teachers, and also for scholars to help
them give lessons to their children. the mode of teaching is through dialogue and in every chapter

the readers are asked to answer questions of the kind: what does it mean to be a good muslim?, why
should i study the qur'an?, what is the relationship between qur'anic education and the study of the
sciences?, what is faith?, etc. the important point the authors make is that "real knowledge must be

based upon practice". their aim is to give the readers a sense of connection and a motivation to
study and practice the qur'an in a proper manner. their instructions are simple and easy to follow,

and they give the reader a sense of faith and confidence in allah and his prophet. this book can also
be used as a reference for students of basic islamic knowledge. through its clear and concise

contents, children will gain a sense of their responsibilities towards allah and towards each other.
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abd al-malek al-maghribi (510-531 ah/1112-1138) was born in ghadam in the maghreb or north
africa. he was a great teacher and one of the earliest leaders of the school of kufa. he has been

described as the most renowned shaykh of his generation. he is remembered for his knowledge of
fiqh, especially the fiqh of the sunna, and for his great learning. it is said that his arrival in kufa was a

harbinger of the crisis in andalusia, the region that is now called spain. he died in kufa and was
buried there. abd al-malek ibn abd allah al-khaqani (600-687 ah/1201-1300) was born in qayrawan.
he was a great teacher and one of the earliest leaders of the school of kufa. he was also one of the

two earliest maturidis. abu hanifa (767-869 ah/13-15 ce) was a great expositor and perhaps the
greatest of all muslim jurists. he is credited with, as well as many other significant legal opinions, the
well-known legal maxim “no legal principle can be established by legal authority except by means of
another legal principle” (mutlaq al-shar’ wa l-muqabal). he was born in delhi in india, and died there.
haftar ibn ya‘qub (775-835 ah/1325-1405) also known as ibn habib al-rumi was from kufa, iraq, and

studied under abu hanifa in khurasan. he was also known as an authority in fiqh of jurisprudence and
the hadith. he died in khurasan and was buried there. ja‘far ibn muhammad ibn abi bakr (788-868
ah/13-18 ce) was born in kufa, iraq. he was one of the two earliest maturidis and was the friend of

ja‘far ibn yahya, a disciple of the second imam, and the friend of al-mubarakpuri. he was buried in al-
tibni, iraq. 5ec8ef588b
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